Renowned Journalists:
The Past - The Present
Elij ah Lovej oy

Herbert Brucker

-Elijah Parish JLovejoy entered The president of the American SoColby College as a sophomore after ciety of Newspaper Editors will
preparing at Monmouth and China speak at a dinner here November
Academies. During this sophomore 21 when the Academy of New Engyear , he was head of the Latin land Journalists is established at
school in downtown Waterville , now Oolby College. The program will be
held in conjunction with Colby's anCoburn Institute.
After gx-aduating from Colby in nual Lovejoy Convocation.
Herbert Brucker , editor of the
1826, he started a school 03ie year
later in St. Louis , and in 1829, he Hartford (Conn,) Courant and an
entered journalism as editor of a honorary graduate of the college,
will address the banquet on the
Presbyterian paper.
Pour years later he studied at campus. In attendance will be memPrinceton Theological Seminary, and bers of Sigma Delta Chi , the proafter being ordained by the Phila- fessional journal ism society which is
thea Presbyterians, he resumed his sponsoring the Academy, as well as
journalistic labors as editor of the other guestSj including several who
St. Louis Observer. Following the will be attending the ninth annual
burning of a negro murderer, his convention of the New England Soeditorial s became strongl y abolition- ciety of Newspaper Editors in Portist. His offices in St. Louis were land , November 22-23.
Sigma Delta Chi founded the
threatened , so he moved his paper
to Alton , III:, where shortly after- Academy of New England Journalwards, his press was seized hy a ists in 1960 "to recognize achievement and distinction in the profesmob and flung into the river.
A group of citizens replaced the sion." The society voted a year ago
press , and he continued to write to locate the Academy at Colby.
Brucker was elected to the Acadhis views against slavery. The plant
was again seized and destroyed. emy in 1961. He is the author of
After a third such occurrence some several books and lias received numof the Alton citizens were deter- erous professional honors, among
mined to protect , with arms, the them : the John Peter Zenger Award
fourth press. A handful of courage- from the University of Arizona and
ous men barricaded themselves in an award from the Connecticut Edthe warehouses which contained the itorial Association.
plant. Near midnight , a mob of 30 He is the former chairman of the
'
or 40 attempted to gain entrance. freedom Vof information committee
The defenders tired and one was of the American Society of Newspakilled , whereupon , another of the per Editors , and past president of
mob crept up to the building with the American Council on Education
the purpose of setting fire to it. for Journalism .
Following the Academy dinner , a
Lovejoy attempted to stop the man
but as he stepped into the open he convocation will be held at which
was met by a volley of bullets and Louis M. Lyons , curator of the Nieman Fellowships at Harvard Unimortally wounded.
versity, will speak and be honored
Thus ended the career of a f earas tlie college's 12th Elijah Parish
less advocate of "freedom of the
Lovejoy Fellow.
press ," but he was not forgotten.
Participants in the day-long proThe Lovejoy Fellowship was estabgram will register in the Academy
lished at Colby in 1952, and is givRoom at Miller Library in the afen in recognition of "The kind of
ternoon and be guests at a 5 p.m.
achievement in the field of reportreception at the Elmwood Hotel , at
ing, editing, and interpretive writwhich the Maine Publishers Assoing that continues the Lovejoy herciation , the Waterville Morning Senitage of fearlessness and freedom. "
tinel , and Colby will be hosts .

Brass Quintet
Continues Young

Audiences Series

Tho Metropolitan Brass Quintet,
a group partici pating in the ambitious nation-wide program of Young
Audiences , will be in th o W a t or vill o
area next week 'to present 13 concerts at local public and i- rivato
schools and at Colby Collogo.
Tho quintet Will,-a pp ear a t Colby
N ov emb er 18th at 8 pa n, in Givon
Audit orium of tho . Bixlor Art and
Music Center.
Tho Metropolitan Brass Quintet
is one of moro than 100 small ense mbles in n early half of th o states
whi ch this year will pe rf o rm somo
4,000 conc erts bofor o one million
children in elementary sch ools from
coast-to-coast.
Since 1959, tho Wat orvi llo chapter of Young Audiences, founded by
Mrs . llobort .E. L, Stridor, wife of
Colby 's ' pr esident , has brou ght to
tlio area the Rudio String Quartet ,
tho Trio Conoontnnto, Tho Concord
Woodwind Quintet , tho Now , York
Per cussion Trio "and tho Abboy Singers. ,
' ' : ' ,'
Members of tho Metropolitan
Brass Quint ot include :

VACATION CUTS
This is to remind you that tho
vacation cut rule will apply to
classes meetings on Monday, November 25th , as well as classes
meeting on Tuesday and Wednesday, IF such meetings are tho,
last ones before the Thank sgiving holiday .
Albert Lagotti , who studied' trumpet with William Vacchiano, and
received his B.A. from Queens College and his M.A. from Columbia
University . He has performed with
the Now York Philharmonic Metropolitan Opera Company, the Florida
Symphony, the Now York City Ballet , tho New Yorlc City Opora, the
Little Orchestra Society, tli e Boston Pops Orohostra , and with tho
Goldman Band.
A second m ember of th o gr oup is
Donald Bonedetti . Ho is a graduate
of tho Juilliard ' School of Music and
hold s a B.S. from Columbia Universi ty and an M.A. from Teachers
Collogo. Ho has play ed solo trumpet
with th o American Ballot Theatre
and with tho Brooklyn Philharmonis , .as woll as playing as additional
trumpet with tho Now York Philharmonic. Ho has performed with
tho Metropolitan Opora Company,
(Continued on Pago Eight)

Charles A. Dana Hall

Colby 's Newest Benef actor
Da na, Donat es $300,000

¦ A gift of 1300,000 has been made
to Colby College by the Charles A.
Dana Foundation of Greenwich,
Conn. The announcement was made
by Colby President Robert E. L.
Strider at a meeting of the college's
board of trustees hex-e on Friday,
November 6.
Described by the foundation as
"an investment" , the .contribution
is the second largest in the history
of the college. It is topped only by
a $1.8 million challenge grant from
the Ford Foundation in the summer
of 1962.
Funds from the Dana. Foundation
will be applied to construction of
the new women's dormito ry . The
site is now being prepared behind

the Woman's Union. In ' appreciation , Colby trustees voted to name
the building in honor of Charles A.
Dana, industrialist and philanthropist who created the Dana Foundation.
Referring to the gift as "tremendously heartening, " President Strider said the college is "immensely
grateful to Dr. Dana and-to trustees
of tlie Foundation for this evidence
of their confidence in our academic
program. "
, In notifying the president of the
grant , Dr. Dana stressed it had
been made "after a close scrutiny
of the college." "For a' considerable
period, the foundation has studied
Colby and observed its work, We

The Men s Student Association is
an organization which can be found
on a l arge numb er of Coed lib eral
arts college campuses and should
be found on ' the Colby campus. I
think th a t ono can b est und erst and
tho validity of this organization's
existence by asking certain rudimentary questions.
Why do tho men need such an organization? ,
Th e need arises because thoro is
no coordination among tho male
students , on and off campus. Alth ough tho fraternity man and the
ind epe nd ent loa d diff er ent liv es,
there are several areas where these
two groups could work together. Examples of these areas aro : organizing moro programs geared to tlio
male interest (i.e. sports stars and
busin ess leaders ) j to oxploro tho
possibilities 6f obtaining discounts
downtown ; perhaps to sot up somo
sorb of motorsoootor concou rse area ;
and ov on to conduct investi ga tion
of tho policy of charging tho mon
for meals at Roberts Union wh en
thoy are away durin g January.
These are but four specific areas
whoro the independent and fraternit y m on ne'od some cooperation to
achi eve a moro desirable life on campus.
'
Wh at Is tho function of tho organ ization?
, Tli o function of .this organization
must bo to 'combine tho va rious olo(Continued on Pago Five)

W h o n eeds it? I mai n t a in th at
there is no necessity for a Men's
Stud en t Asso ciation o n th e Colby
campus. To make such an organizati on n ecessary one mu st assum e that
tho Colby independent man wants
to integrate with a fraternity counterpart and vice versa. I see no
such desire for a higher degree of
integration. Without such a dosiro
an effective change cannot talco
place.
There are three forms that greater integration of the male student
body can take : Physical , Social ,
and Ideational. I do not fool that
such an organizati on would an y
moro adequately cover these areas
than the status quo with regard to
tho desires of tho general male student bod y.
First , tho suggested physical integration , that is , tho bringin g int o
actual closer physical proximity the
male student body, is neither needed or desired . Tho dosire to belong
to individual hou ses or to remain
indep endent is in general a purely
individual choice . Tho lack o'f dosiro
for further int egration than exists
is evidenced by tho seating at Roberts • Union , "which was itself envisioned as a moans to physically, integrate the male studont body l rather than' encourage separation by
takin g '" meals in the individual fraternities. Tho tables aro cither mado
up of frafcoraifcy inch from a givon
(Continued on Piuto Five)

Men ?s S indent Associationt
It Is Your Decision!!
Pro
Con

are impressed with what has been
accomplished and with what is
planned ," he said.
"The foundation considers the
grant an investment in the college.
It is our hope that this action will
stimulate others to support Colby
and to help pin the attainment of
goals. " Boosted by the Dana gift ,
the current Colby program to raise
$3.6 million to meet specifications
of tlie Ford grant has., reached $2.5
million.
Grlround for the dormitory, to be
known as the Charles A. Dana Hall ,
was broken this fall. The structure
will house 210 students , permitting
enrollment to be increased to approximately 1365. Construction will
begin next spring with completion
sot for the fall of 1965.
Tho Dana Foundation has made
substantial gifts to several colleges
and hospitals. In New England
those have included Dartmouth ,
Tufts , the University of Bridgeport , Bates , Yale - New Haven
Medical Center , and th e Norwalk
(Conn.) Hospital . Its other interests have been in youth consultation w ork , the creation and restoration of religious facilities, and the
employment of handicapped individuals .
A native of New York City , Dr.

Dan a is a gr adu at e of Columbia
Univ ers it y a nd Columbia Law

School , Ho was awarded an honorary doctor of laws degree in 1959
b y th o Univ ersit y of: Brid geport,
As a corporation lawyer, Dr.
Dan a has consolidated severa l companies under the Dana naino , In
1914, he acquired a financial interest in tho Spicor Universal Joint
Co.- which ho reorganized. In 1946,
its nam e was changed to the Dana
Corp. , (Toledo, Ohio). Tho firm
manuf actures a broad , diversifi ed
list of parts for original equipment
in automobiles as woll as for tho
replacement market. It has 12
plants in tho U.S.
'flio 82-yonr-old industrialist establish ed his f oundati o n "to promote a .bobber ' life in America
throu gh tho creation of . facilities
which , whon or ganized , aro l o ft in
tlio hands of a sympathetic and oooporativo ^local management for tho
future, "
'• Tho success of tho foundation , ho
has said , ."lies. in tho proposition
that tho future of America and tho
world depends upon bito attitude of
our pooplo, "

Editorials:

A Pat On The Back

Stu-G Freshman
f
Election And
Referendum-Vote!

OTlJ'PEire' ©OVBRWMElflT -

Colby has been blessed this semester with worthwhile lecturers and
N ovember 12_, 1963
unusually appreciative audiences. In former years a continual lament
following
mem'bers of the
Tlie
November 11, 1963
lectures
on
was raised about tHe lack of provocative and stimulating
Class
have
submitted
A
regular
Freshman
meeting
petof the Council
the Colby campus. A favorite reply to this complaint was a rerninder
itions for the Freshman Interim was called to order at 7 :00 p.m. by
of the widespread apathy students demonstrated by rarel y bothering
secreta-

to attend any lectures - gdod, bad or indifferent. And so' the vicious
circle continued.
This year, however, has seen an unprecedented enthusiastic attitude conq erning lectures develop among the student body. Such
speakers as David Ogilvy, Paul Goodman , Brand Blanshard , and
our own Professor Reuman have drawn, sizable and even overflow
crowds and have provoked discussion among their listeners. Such enthusiastic response has been in part responsible for the ECHO 's decision to reprint Dr. Reuman 's Last Lecture, a lecture which we feel
is worth being set down in black and white ior all to ponder.
If the administration, Stu-G and other groups continue to attract

talented speakers from both the Colby community and outside;
if the students continue to give their support , this may well be one of
the most stimulating and successful lecture seasons ever.

Library Progress
Starting next week the stud y carrells will again be under the control of Student Government. At that time students will be asked to
fill out reserve slips if they wish to leave a carrell for less than an hour
and still have the study space saved. At the meal hour, from 5 until
6 p.m., provisions will be made for reserving a carrell for two hours.
This arrangement should prove equitable to all.
The reinstaterrient of this sign-out rule was undertaken by- Student
Government to provide more stud y space and thereby to relieve the
crowded conditions in the Li.be at ni ght. It-is hoped that all students
will observe this rule so that if crowding persists, the librarian will
have a legitimate reason for keeping the third floor open later. The

first responsibility lies with the students, however, who must show
that they have done all possible to remedy the existing situation.

Committee. The election will be held
on Monday, November 18, 1963,
from 9:00 a.m. to 5 :00 p.m. outside
the Spa. Each member of the Freshman class-may vote for three1 of the
nominees.
1. Leonardo Amato
2. Stephen Brooke
3. Fred Hopengarten
4. Richard Jacobs
5. Philip Kay
6. Martha Mentch
7. Barbara Monahan '
8. William Post
9. Eric Rosen
The following changes in the Student Government Association Constitution shall be voted upon in the
referendum on Monday, November
18, 1963, from 9 :00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. outside the Spa :
1. Article VI, Section I, which
deals with the class standing for
candidates for office in Student
Government, presently reads : "All
candidates must be members of the
junior class with junior standing. "
The following change is proposed:
."Candidates for the offices of President , Yice President , and Treasurer
must be members of the junior .class
with junior standing. Candidates for
tihe offices of Secretary, United
States National Student Association
Coordinator , and Social Chairman
may be members . of the sophomore
or junior class with respective class
standing."
2. The addition of the following
by-law to the constitution : "Student Government, although recognizing the right of tbe Council to
allocate money, has no right to say
how ike money is to be handled
once it is given to the organization."
In addition , the following question will be voted upon by the men
students only :
"Are you in favor of establishing
a Men's Student Association ?"

Pro posed Constitution of the Men 's
Student Association

M

'
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Article I — Name
The name of this organization
shall be the Men's Student Association.
Article II — Purpose
The purpose of the Men 's Student
Association shall be to concern itself with the welfare of ¦the men
students of Colby College.
Article III — Membership
All registered men stud ents of
the Men 's Division of Colby College
shall be members of the Men 's Stu4
dont Association.
Article IV — Executive Board
Section 1 — Membership
The executive board shall consist
of a President , a Vice Pr esid ent , a
Secretary-Treasurer., two representatives from the Independent Men's
Council , and thro e r epresentatives
from the Interfratemity Council.
Section 2 •— Jurisdiction
Tlio executive board shall have
tlie power to appropriate funds , formulate policy, create committees ,
and legislate in tho best inter est o'f
the men students.
, Se'o4.bri 3 — Qualifications
Tlio President and bho Vice Presid ent shall be prospective members
o'f tho jun ior or senior class, The
Secretar y-Treasurer may bo a member of any class. All the candidates
must havo attained an academic
average of at least 1.8 and must
not bo on academic probation.
Section 4 — Duties
a) Tlio President shall preside at
all meetings of tho Men 's Student

Association ; shall be responsible for

tho overall management of the organisation j shall bo a member of the
Council of tho Student Government
Association j and shall bo a member
of the Executive Committee of tho

(Continued on Pftgo Sovon)

President Schoeman. The
ry's minutes were read and approved. The Treasurer rep orted a
cash deficit of $542.24 and a sinking fund deficit of $806.72. I.F.C.,
I.F.A., Independent Men , ' and
USNSA Coordinator were not represented.

committee' reports

1. Social Committee — Peter
Hart , Chairman : Sandra Haywood
will lecture on Fisk Tuesday, Nov.
12, at 4 :00 in Dunn Lounge of Runnals Union , as part of the Stu-G
Lecture series. Another lecture is
tentatively scheduled for Nov. 19 to
commemorate the anniversary of
the Gettysburg Address.
2. USNSA Committee : Gail Koch
presented the following report on
the fall New England Regional Conference of USNSA which she and
Peter - Cooper attended November 1
and 2.
The fall New England regional
conference of the National Student
Association , held at Clark University, Worcester , Mass. on November
first and second , was concerned with
Civil Ri ghts. The purpose of the
conference was to acquaint NSA
chapters with the various Civil
Rights ' organizations and to clarify
their existing relationship.
The conference opened Friday
with speeches by Sandy JLevinson
and Ann Cooper on the legal aspect
of Civil Ri ght s, Peter Countryman
from the Northern Student Movement, Peter Filene from the Congress of Racial Equality, Boh Zellner from the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee, and John
Fineberg from the National Student Association. Regarding the
South , the points of view , ranged
from the necessity of acceptance of
change before change can take place
to the idea that the gravity o'f the
situation could 'not wait for acceptance, but must proceed without it.
The basic viewpoint expressed by
the organizations working in the
North was that a legal approach
should be taken and only when
this fails , or is in ade quat e, should
direct action be used.
The relation of the NSA to the
Civil Rights organizations as expressed by John Fineberg, is supportive , hut admitt edl y weak , to
the extent that no action has been
t aken t o back u p the verbal stand
taken at the national conference.
Following the speeches there was
an inform al discussion and coffee
hour.
Saturday morning speeches were
given by Lee Webb , Pete Rothstein
and Julian Kingsley, respectively
representing Students for Democratic Society, the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee, And tho
Harlem Action Group , Leo Webb
emphasized racial dis crimination as
only one symptom of the broader
problem confronting our social structure. Pete Rothstein , a Brandois
student, told about voter registration problems in tho South and
showed the film "We'll Ne-vor Turn
Back" . Julian Kingsley brought us
closest to the reality of tlie Northern ghetto by describing the sickness and problems of Harlem in
which ho grew up. Harlem Action
Group, the branch of tho Northern
Student Movement which ho repr esented , is concerned with housing
problems and tho organization o'f
tenants into socially effective groups
capable of dealing with thoir own
neighborhood problems.
In tlio afternoon the con ference
broke down into workshops centered on the programs of tho individual organization-.
_)he conference ended with two
speeches roprosonting tho conservative and liberal points of view. Tho
conservative viewpoint was that tho

s. _„

*
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problem had been overstated. The
other side emphasized the lateness
of the hour and the need for a total
commitment to change on the part
of both Negro and white Americans.
The value of the conference can
be seen as a means of showing Colby 's commitment to a nationwide
problem in relation to the other New
England colleges , as a way o'f makv
ing contacts which will strengthen
Colby's commitment (i.e. new ideas
for our Civil Rights organization,
and speakers and programs, which
can be brought to Colby), and as
what we, personally, gained as a
re-emphasis of purpose in the area
of Civil Rights.
The conference also left .us with
the following recommendations for
our own USNSA chapter :
1. The NSA committee should be
composed of representatives from
each of the classes , as a means; of
making the NSA more meaningful
to Colby.
2. If at all possible, both the coordinator and the committee should
be sent to the national and regional
conferences. In this way the student
body at Colby could take more advantage of its membership in the
NSA. We were left with the idea
that the NSA had a lot to offer
which was there for the asking,
pending only the interest and active
involvement of the student body.
3. The Colby student government,
as a chapter of the NSA, has a
commitment in the area of Civil
Rights both to continue its moral
and financial support, and to increase it wherever possible.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. ' James Meridith Lecture : By
an unanimous vote the motion which
was tabled last week, which reads
"to allocate $600 to be donated to
the college for the Ford Foundation
with the desi gnation that it be used
to bring James Meridith' to campus
to speak ," was brought up again
for discussion. President Schoeman
presented an alternative plan by
which the Council would appropriate
only $400 and the Administration
would provide the remainder . Howover, it was felt that if Stu-G was
to contribute at all they should
make it their venture entirel y. Consequently . the above motion passed
by a vote of 13-1. Mr. Hart , in reversi ng his position . of la st week,
voted in favor of the motion. Ho
explained his change of mind on,
the basi s that President Strider
feels that the $600 is a fai r honorarium and that he respects his opinion and is willing to follow suit.
2. A r eply from CARE was received acknowledg ing our donations
for the recent disasters in Ital y and

Haiti.

3. President Schoeman mentioned
that a new copying machine is now
available in the library.
4. In a stat ement for tho Council , Mr . McKenna, the Librarian,
stressed the importance of student .
responsibility in the use of the ' lib,
rary.
5.
The
resignation
of Jim Salis.
bury from tho Men 's 'Judiciary for
reason s of convenience was announced. A meeting of the male
members of tho Council will be hold
soon to elect , a now member .
6. An announcement on the es- '
tabhshment of a l_faino j ourn al of
politics entitled "A Chronicle for
Maine Towns " was circulated at tho
mooting for ovory ono interested.
7. A brief summary of the mooting of tho Committee on Drinking
Regulations was givon. It was decided that tho best that could lie
dono presently would be to establish
an awaro attitude among the students of the prohlom as it exists
and to use Student League,, -house
meetings, and tho fraternities as
vehicles to communicate this awaro(Continned on Pago Seven)

Dtv Redman's Last Lecture

Nov .. 4, 1963
My Last Lecture :
,, You have flattered me with your
invitation to present to you my
¦"last lecture" — at least I prefer — and, like Socrates in, the fam- passive receptacle of God s creato construe this invitation in a flatt- ous syllogism, are mortal ; hence tivity and power. As passive and
ering .way, rather than as a request we must each of us face the fact of derivative the powers and values of
to take this lecture doubly serious- our own death. We could repeat in this world are essentially imperfect
ly, . to say my few words, and then unison the lugubrious chorus : I ex- and incomplete. Therefore , there
begon foreveri Though who knows pect someday to die , perhaps by must exist, for at least some of the
reall y ? In this world of occasional degrees , but eventually totally. members of that material , world , a
chance events, although I do not Moreover , the mushroom cloud does third world , the world of immortalnow intend to disappear tomorrow, in fact hang ominously over our ity, which follows after material
that too could come to pass, either heads, like a prophetic voice of death and exists in order to prethrough the kind of accident to doom out of the Old Testament. serve and improve on those relativewhich we each , being mortal, are From , suppositions (1) and (3) we ly less imperfect creatures, men ,
prone,, or through the kind of al- cannot escape. As for supposition that they might , in the form of a
tered intention that can arise so (2), I am quite prepared to accept purely spiritual - 'but somehow an
easily when one once again reflects as a real possibility the eventual individuated and eternal - being,
more deeply on ultimate things. dissolution o'f the universe in some return to and remain in the bosom
Paul Gauguin , you will recall , upon ubiquitous enthropic mush, or , be- of their creator. Thus, though I am
assessing his life, disappeared to fore that, the cooling or heating o'f oversimplifying, all value and creahis wife and from his former life in the earth beyond the limits which tivity, all that deserves uninterruporder ito return to life' in Tahiti. support life as we know it , and be- ted existence, exists before or after ,
Count Leo Tolstoy, already famous; fore human life has discovered the but not in , spacetime existence.
renowned for his creative writing, secret of cosmic migration. But sup- This view, taken literall y, commits
admired for his gentleness and com- position (2) , whether near , remote, two important errors , it seems to
passion , comfortable in his estate or impossible, does not appreciably me. In the first place, it undervalat Yasnaya Polyana, with every- affect , it seems to me, the manner ues and oversimplifies the nature of
thing to make him content , became in which we should conduct our space-tune existence in such a way
at one stage of liis life radically dis- lives. The contentions I have been as to see all space-time existents as
contented with himself and his ef- making here, I shall endeavor to creatures , that is to say as essentially uncreative and unresponsible,
forts , plunged into tlie dark night support in what follows.
and
it thus fails to account for
of the soul and emerged a profoundthoughts
to
the
Ab we turn our
ly altered being, a twice-born Chris- "last days" we must notice , not man's sense of personal worth . In
tian. And the man that you all without amusement, some previous the second place , it overvalues a
know well as a "Great Social Think- human responses. The early Chris- region , or regions , for which there
er", John Stuart Mill, already in tian followers of Paul, saturated is no spatio-temporal evidence whathis early twenties an old man, fam- in their escatolog ical and messianic soever. To assert the literal , but
ous for his books and his pamph- expectations, tailored their attitudes non-spatio-temporal existence of
leteering, asked himself a simple toward marriage and morality to God and immortality, is to assert
question : "Suppose that all you had the expectation of an early > dooms- a proposition which cannot be given
ever worked for , all that you had day. Later believers in the imminent by us any literal meaning, for we
ever dreamed might one day be, millenium, such as the Millerites , can form no conception of such an
suppose all this . were suddenly to assembled on hilltops to await the existence. In connection with suclr
become true — would you "be con- end of the world. One cannot but "noumenal" essences, I , cannot fail
tent?" To his enormous chagrin wonder what mixture of emotions to see Kant's arguments as comand dismay, Mill realized that his assailed them as they filed down pletely convincing. At the same
answer was "no", thereupon falling from the hilltop while realizing that time Kant further claims that these
into that period of depression in his the end " of all things was not yet in assertions are meaningful , though
life which has usually been referred sight. Were they predominantly in a non-literal way, is of . the utto as his mental breakdown.
filled with disappointment or with most significance. I would go one
Thus the examination you ask me relief ? Did they sneak surreptitious- step further than Kan t, however,
to undertake is a precarious one, ly into the back entrance of their with respect to immortality, and asfor one who would take it seriously. houses , wondering about the con- sert that the belief in personal imDespite the hazard, however , your tempt of their neighbors ? Or did mortality is , if taken literally, acimaginativeness in posing this ques- they rail against a God who ap- tually ethically irresponsible , for it
tion strips away all my negativistic peared . to rouse their expectations locates the value of the moral life
defenses , and brings me' defenseless and then dashed them to the not intrinsicall y, in the process of
to your presence today. Now , hav- ground? What comedians we tragic living, but extrinsica.lly, in a peculiar posthumous condition. In brief ,
ing had time to realize my foolish- humans are!
this
really
is
ness , I realize that ,
Two other references cannot be what I am trying to say, however
'
s
h
o
u
l
d
EVER
the LAST lecture I
passed by. One satiric soul (Thor- confusedly, is that the point of livshall
I
be
Nor
want to present.
eau ? Shaw ? Mencken?), when ing is not to be found in the before
it
if
you
do
LAST
surprised , —
asked upon his deathbed whether or the hereafter , but in the living
that
is
at
last
out , when you say,
,
he had made his peace with God , itself ; and that some living, though
at
I
th
Lecture"
the LAST "Last
is supposed to have replied , in a not all , may approach , though nevAlas
and
alack
1
ever want to hear.
calm voice : "I wasn't aware we had er attain , godlike creativity ; and
that immortality is not a mode of
this
lecture
On the other hand ,
quarreled. "
afterliving, but a mode of living
-upon
all
effect
may have a lasting
And a lady, who shall remain unimmortally while yet alive. '
of us.
named , but of a generation earlier
~
The significance of these remarks
With your permission , now , some- than either yours or mine, being
what parenthetically, I would like t o concerned about the possibility of a may be summarized as follows : we
indicate how I construe ' this occa- fatal accident when undertaking must not denigrate the importance
sion. .Three major suppositional al- lengthy automobile trips, used to in- of existence in the space-time
ternatives lie before us. (1) The sist meticulously upon wearing new world. Every member of that world
normal pattern of human life flows and clean undergarments. Appar- is real and important , contributing
on while I reach the "sunset years ently she was more "deathly " afraid to tho rich variety of multiform
of life ", to pick up a Chamb er o f of being improperly attired when possibilities and adding to the matCommerce euphemism, or , better laid out in the morgue than she was rix from which, and from which
alone, all subsequent existence
yet , I have become a "senior citi- of death itself.'
zen " ; or it may b e th a t I, a nd I
Our sear ch f or wisd om in th e f ace draws its sustenance. Wi thin this
alone of this group, am about to of death does not appear to hav e world tho choices , conscious or undio for any reason whatsoever that been appreciably advanced so far , conscious o'f human beings are indelyou wish to assign . <2) A cataclysm although I must confess that I, for ibl y im p ort a nt , whether they bo misis about t o o ccu r whi ch will de stro y one , would like to know rather bet- taken choices or creative ones , and
IPS ' ALL TOGETHER , but thi s ca- ter " the man that had not quarreled wheth er they bo minute or signifit aclysm is , a natura l event , beyond with God, I suspect th a t th e r e is a cant. Our immortality, for hotter or
human control , such as a w ayward penetrating insig ht behind his re- worse , is the difference we make to
comet moving on a collision course mark that may bo elucidated only posterity, a difference which may
with respect to earth . Or , (3), a if we. approach it in a roundabout bo expressed genetically, psychologcatacl ysm is about t o occur , whi ch way. As for what mig ht b e called ically, culturally, or as organic
will destroy us all together, but the , or a, traditional Christian view wastes — but each form of which is
this cataclysm is one of human con- df . life ' and death ,' wheth er in tho ex- an alogous to the contribution that
trivance. In this connection my Ger- trem e millenium sens e or in a mor e each tiny polyp makes to the creamani c pe ssimism ' and Wolts chmorz moderate form , I for one do not tion of a coral reef.
can ' see in the CLOUDED crystal find it to be completely satisfactory.
Yes , of course , I am talking of a
bal l just one thing — mushroom At tho risk' of doing this view a con- univ erse from whi ch thoro is "no
cl ouds. Certainly not cloud No. i). siderabl e in j ustice , lot md attempt exit" , and f o r ea ch m emb er o f
Depending on which of thoso sup- to- state tlio outlines of this viow whi ch there is no release from respositions Wo accept, the substance in terms of a fow elements. In the ponsibility and no cosmic forgiveof my remarks should bo quite dis- first "place '' , though no pla ce at ness , for every subse q uent m oment
similar. Accepting (3) , for oxamplo , all , thoro exists, in somo sense of will continue to draw out tlio conseI would want to attempt a modified "exists ", a 'Being, God , transcen- quences o f . tho modes of being of
version of Baudot' s famous "La den t , nlnd wh o in His transcendence this mom ent , as this mom ent d raws
Dorni oro Classo". • However, since is perfect , tho center of all value, its consequences, from its own ant e'
recriminations should , not , 'bo .for e- the source of all power, and whose cedents ; If you assort that such a
most in our minds , wo may bo sur- transcendence erupts into space and vi ow odnchioos inoluotably to pessiprised to find that it flops not mat- timo ,in tlio , form , of a -spontaneous mi sm. J|say, you aro wrong, for tlio
ter , wh ich ' of th ose supppsitions wo and /complete nrqativo ¦:.ac fc; ; Thus , pr ocisp . ,point it that ;,no con clusion
do, in • fact" entertain. Wo till aro thoro is , in tho second placo^ a mat- in guaran teed ,' wh ether optimistic
ulivo — perhap s to various , degrees erial 'world , in spaco .and timo , tho or pessimistic. Whothor tho I nibol

of pessimism or ^optimism can be
attached to any set of outcomes is
a function , not of a transcendent
guarantee, but of the set of significant immanent inputs , a programming of the universe, if , I may use
that, expression , to which we all continuously make a difference.
This argument . has ¦been directed
against the literal , but not a reformulated , religious position , a
position which , it seems to me , has
correctly, identified certain values ,
such as creativity, but has incorrectly located' them transcendentally rather than imtmanently. Let not
the anti-religious . secularists, however, take comfort from my argument , for it seems to me that their
position is even 'more mistaken than
the reli gious view . The unsophisticated secularist , too , makes the
identical mistake of undervaluing
the significance, the immanent immortality,' of his choices and his
mode of being. He seems to assume
that he may extract from .the universe what he will , for his own immediate gratification, and that his
extraction will not be noticed . If
there is no heaven or hel l , he seems
to argue , then it makes no difference
whether his choices are mean and
petty, or whether he opts for destruction or creation. He, too , insufficiently recognizes his own potential
dignity and worth , for , not recognizing that the immortal consequences
are drawn continuously from each
moment , he chooses , then , — in a
restricted way, — in order to afford
parochial satisfactions. Thus he ,
far more than the religions nu'nded ,
(at least of recent /centuries), does
in fact increase the probability that
successive moments will be "hellish" rather than heavenly, for, himself as well as for others.
It is becoming clearer, I hope,
that in arguing against an unsophisticated religious mind and a sophisticated secular mind will gradually
converge. This view will stress the
importance, both intrinsically and
consequentially, of our mode of being and will recognise that the
choices that wo each make, being
the areas of our power and influence , are our peculiar responsibility
and no one else's.
Returning, for the moment, to
our theme , tho "las t lecture ", you
will understand that , for me at
least , there is no "last lecture"
and no "first lecture", for every
one is last with respect to the sequences that lead up to it , and
every one . is first with respect to
the sequences that lead away from
it. There is, however, never a guarantee • of future sequences , neither
for one of us, nor for all oi
us collectively,
and if
tomorr ow shows a hi gh probability of
m y d eath , or of ours in an atomic
holocaust , then that should not alter tho manner of my today ' s choosing, for I should before now have
boon aware that both these and
other events are> more or less probable outcomes of the modes of being which we individually and collectively chooso for ourselves,
Before we turn to consider alternative ways of chopsing to Jivo our
ubiquitous present , there aro several relevant maxims drawn from folkwisdom wo might consider. Ono of
th ese is th o epi grammatic maxim
that- ono should live each day as if
that day woro to bo bne's last. On
the one sido this maxim suggests
that , since there may be no morrow ,
I had , bott or live my ends , and not
only my m oans today ; that my trivial, and superficial concerns need
to givp way to moro significant
ones. v Tt su ggests that , the record
may be closed tonight , therefore ,
I. should bo reconciled with my
broth er rather than lotting tho sun
sot upon our anger. So far so good ,
but on , th o otlfor side , it su ggests
tho fat-iguo mentality o'f tho .Boy
Sooufc ;on his first 14-milo hike- tak e .oaoh stop (is if it wore tho only,
thin g that counted. Plod on, you
ininorab>lo creature I Or , co ntraiwiso ,

quickly change what you are doing,
for you will never get another opportunity to take that Florida vacation you have been postponing.
This view seems to* shut out the
openness o'f the future, and to encourage a desperateness with respect to today. Oddly enough , there
is another maxim , apparently contrary to this one, which preserves
the values" of the first maxim without its other ,. more problematic, innuendoes. This second maxim comes
out of concentration camps , as for
example from Victor Frankl, and
from a Japanese concentration camp
in Hong Kong, and from my own
experience in trying to live out the
no exjt of a prisoner. This maxim might be stated thusly : Live each
and every day as if the conditions
of that day were to continue forever. Do not look for your meaning
in the "lastness " of this day ; do
not look for it in the release ' from
prison ; do not look for it in the
day of your graduation from college
— but look for your meaning in the
present experience , even if it be a
present or suffering pain. , Where
you cannot affect the conditions' of
your confinement — and in some
respects at least , we are always
in 'this condition —: this view provides a way of maintaining tranquility, even joy , in the face of some
degree of adversity.
More concretely now, let us turn
from the abstractions we have . been
dealing with . Is it possible to specify the meaning of life as the continuous living of the present in the
form of eternal creativity ? I believe
that such specification is possible,
but that each person must learn to
specify, in his own way since his
specification is a function of the
uni queness of his particular natu re
and talents as well as the particular
environming conditions of his birth
and life . Nevertheless, under the
present circumstances , I trust.that
you will permit me the nostalgia appropriate to my advanced age and
decrepitude. I will try to indicate
both the general attitudes that I
have come to value more highly than
others , and some of the melange of.
feelings and thinkings which have
elicited and confirmed these attitudes.
The general attitudes of . value
may be only one , but it is easier
to dicuss it as two , namely a state
of being corresponding to that -which
Emerson referred to as the intellect
and the moral sentiments , although
I do not intend to assert that Emerson understood this . in exactly the
manner in which I interpret it. ' I
take this to mean an attitude of
loving attentiveness toward ^al l that
is , on the one hand , and of .critical ,
inquiring intellect , on the other.
Th e first attitude h as b een
spelled out by Eromm in ¦ his "Art
of Loving", by Spinoza in his "Ethics ", by Schweitzer in his "reverence for life", and b y G andhi -in his'
life , and by many others. It is melodramatically expressed by Emil y
Dickenson as she stands on a hilltop, extend s her arms , and ecstatically exclaims , "I accept tho universe. " To which the wit quipped ,
"Egad , she'd bottor. " Both Emily
ancl tho wit woro right , al though
perhaps tho wit was only half right.
Ono had better accept the universe ,
sinco he must ; but how much bottor
if ono doos not havo to bo driven
to it; Th er e is ' a peculiar kind of
o m p nth o ti o on eness that exhileratos
and ex p ands one 's interests to include all that is. Sensitive attention
directed in any direction reveals a
multitude of 'fascinatingly varied
and com p lex sy st ems of bein g: tho
spiral saucer shapes . o'f solar systems and galaxies , the structures
of erod ed geological f ormation s, tho
intri cacies of 'atomic and molecular
structures , tho marvels of moiosis
and mit osis in coll division , the
penetrating power, of a blado of
grass or a sprig ' o f bamb o o as it
thrusts u p . t h rough the hard earth ,
tho labyrinth of' passions within a
human breast , tho interplay, of.mind
and muscle required of any complex
human ¦ activity, tho attempts of
(Continued on Pago Four)

feeling it represents an active state out from even earlier in my life, !y added my name to the petition , ders of the giants - and . pygmies LAST LECTURE
of affectionate interest in every- trivial in themselves, but over- he caine up to me with tears stream- who have lived before , us, to peer
(Continued from Page Three)
wide-eyed young boy . ing down his face to thank me for more closely into the nature of subeach individual to create of himself thing that is, with awareness and whelming to a
school, when I was giving him support. Completely atomic particles, into the celestial
a self and of societies of humans to respect for every objective detail One day after
As a state of six or seven years old , a gang of abashed by my situation I could not systems, and into the ' subtle intercontinuously create of themselves and uniqueness.
or
intellect — it at- kids , experimental or cruel as confess what I had done, but could relations of humans, in all of our
organized systems of coherent en- thinking -^sometimes be, only sneak away .like a whipped pup- individual and comp lexly organized
ergy. How is it possible not to re- tempts to do three things. First , it young boys can
been born in py. The triple hurt to the coach , relations. Perhaps ' if we can learn
gard this all with awestruck rever- seeks to identify the agent himself knowing that I had
as a being within the field of things China , started teasing me with as well as the wound to my ' pride moral and political maturity as well,
ence, with appreciation and gratiis tak- o 'Chink, Chink, Chinaman , sitting in the face of my despicable beha- we may even outlive the threat of
tude for being a part of it all, even in which affectionate interest
en , then recognizes the agent as a f S n a fence, trying to make a dollar vior left a sear on my soul that nuclear destruction. We can , if we
if for only a short time. There is a
bundle bt particular needs and tal- out of fifteen cents." I ran the more took a long time healing. This much, refuse to sink back into "the too
sense in which it is true , not only
ents , and as a finite, perpetually than a mile home, crying all the in any case, I was able to salvage, easy comfort of stuffed chairs and
that all men are brothers, but that,
Mother, ''Mom- namely the decision never to go spectatoritis, make our own contrias the Chinese have it , "Tyan shya choosing or deciding, being — thus way, to plead with
as an active, being, not merely a my, I'm not a Chinaman am I?" along with the crowd simply to be butions to the experimentation now
yi jya ", "under heaven , one famconte'mplator , and as a being some Her reassurance calmed me, but the a nice guy, but th at I mu st alway s going on in the creative arts, in the
ily ' ',' and thus for a conscious being,
of whose choices are incompatible thought never left me — what-if I be sufficiently convinced of . the social and in the natural sciences,
at least , all the universe courses
with other choices and other 'beings. were in fact Chinese, or a Negro, tightness of any of my -decisions as well as to. the fascinating process
through his veins , proportionate to
Secondly, as a state of thinking it or a member of any minority, what that I could own up to them under of just being human.
the deg ree of his consciousness and
discriminates
the universal field of then ? What possible reassurances any circumstances whatsoever, recapacity to discriminate. Hence,
Now, if I we,re to pass from the
beings
into patterns and groups , and could she have offered that would gardless of how unpopular they though I started out to- exp lain the
while you and the rest of the
scene
attempts to locate structural and have offset the emotional impact might be.
attitude of loving attentiveness to
universe continue on , there would
One other instance of emotional
all that is , which is quite compati- dispositional smilarities , while re- conyeyed through, the taunts of the
only a ' few regrets on my part.
ducing attentiveness to unique dif- schoolboys . Since that day, I be- sensitising, or you may prefer to be
and
closest.attention
giving
ble with
I am content with the basAlthough
ferences. Thirdly, it then attempts lieve, I have been a member of every call it desensitizing, I would- like
greatest respect to mankind in genconditions of my life, and do not
ic
to guide the choices of the agent in minority that exists.
to bring before you, just because wish that any of my major decieral and to some men - or women such
a
way
momentary
inThe
other
trivial
as
to
develop
his
talents
do
,
,
of
it
attitude
is somewhat at odds with these
still
tho
ticular;
in par
wish
might be reversed^. I
to satisfy his needs , to extend some cident , occurred when Dad , reading other instances in terms of its im- sions
exercise
into
the
blended
love has
have been more effective as
I
might
of critical intellect , for active par- sympathies and to constrain others , the newspaper, called my attention pact. I refer to an attitude known a person and as a teacher, and I
and to do so with the greatest pos- to the picture of a man who , while to every doctor or nurse so it is not
ticipation and discrimination are not
,
sible
fidelity to all " other beings , making a speech in New York, was surprising that I learned it in the do wish I might have contributed
possible simp ly as receptive feeling
production
that it to say, with the least possi- being pelted with rotten eggs, and course of working for two and a more significantly to the
states , but only where that feeling
no man is
which
of
that
world
in
ble sacrifice of other beings and Dad said , "That man has the cour- half years ,in a mental hospital.
has attained consciousness and
which
other
possibilities.
age of his convictions !" That man Namely it is this. As you watch exploited by another and in
thrust itself forward as active
men
have
learned
to
live
in
the
How , then , did I come to value was Norman Thomas, leader even human beings sicken and die, tear
critical inquiry, aware of that which
the occathat
does
away
with
spirit
is itself and that which is not itself. things in this way ? The answer to then of the Socialist Party in the themselves and others apart with sion for all wars. I shall particularthis is a typical answer from the United States , a man who had more quixotic impulses as you watch
,
In another way, also , the feeling
archives of human psychology, un- intellect possibly than any other them deteriorate or destroy them- ly regret not living to see the fulof love provides the foundation for ique
in the "way it applied to me, political figure the Americau scene selves before your very eyes, you fillment of the dreams of the Americonsciousness ; the
critical self
but generic in its illustration of the has witnessed, with plenty of cour- find that you are emotionally ex- can Negro community, and the time
awareness of the universe pulsating
growth of human horizons. It is age to boot. I did not feel worthy hausted and destroyed yourself if when the people of China and India ,
iii any one being, and any one becountries
the story of feeling experiences of being in the same world [with a you wholeheartedly sympathize, or and other non-European
ing acting as vehicle for the expreswith
bodies
bellies
can
live
with
full
,
which give rise to thought, which man like Norman Thomas , unless it better , empathize with each and
,
sion of universal love. To leave the
and
freed
cleaned
of
disease
, too ,
,
provide opportunity for further feel- was the day when I, too , was pelted every one of them taken as a perdiscussion at this state would be to
social
kind
of
political
or
from
any
ing experiences which provide the with garbage for participating in sonal friend. At this point you .face
treat man as a mere contemp lative
despotism
or
threat
of
,'
despotism
,
occasion, for further reflection , etc. an early CORE campaign to clean a crisis — for us in the hospital it
spectator , where as in fact man is
or
without
within
whether
from
I shall adduce a few instances, up racial discrimination in Phila- came within the first six months.
a creature of action , as well ; he
their countries. Then too, it will
which , though they are pers ona,}, delphia.
Either yon must remove yoursel f be disappointing not to be able to
must participate in the process of
may 'he illuminating and do now beLet me cite only three other in- from the suffering, and hence relife , and choose invidiously between
long to antiquity, impersonally, as stances of such emotional condition- move what possible aid and com- follow each of you, to participate
Finite,
this possibility and that.
much as they belong to the present ing, probably the kind of events fort you can bring, or else you must with each of you in your joy or
both in comprehension and in mansadness as you seek fulfillment in
me, personally.
that you , too, have experienced in "institutionalize" yourself , halting
ner of living, his life and his choices
your lives. Furthermore, of course,
My father is a Christian minister, one way or another. During the your empathetic participation at the
are all , in some respects, incompatI shall exceedingly regret not to be
for
some years a missionary in Chi- summers while. I was in High point where it handicaps your efother
lives
and
with
ible with other
able to watch the development of
choices. I have in mind here that na , where I was horn , and for many School, I used to work as a coun- fectiveness. Only in this way, I am my own children , to see them each
one cannot follow all vocations sim- years since then a minister in the sellor in a YMCA camp. One week convinced , can one remain in signi- blossom but in their unique and
ultaneously, just as one cannot love United States. He is a prince among each summer about a hundred crip- ficant contact with suffering.
special ways. I do hope that they
(ill women at the same timo and in men , in all personal characteri stics pled kids came to camp. They swam,
These incidents have been cited can grow in the ways I have indithe same way. Likewise , Schweit- the epitome of a Christian charac- played ball , joked .and loved life — because they illustrate the process cated here, and that those who .
zer has drawn our attention to the ter , a man of great gentleness, pa- on crutches , in wagons, in wheel of emotional maturing through touch their lives may do so gently,
manner in which a 'doctor must sac- tience, and sympathy, Such a man chairs , with 'braces confining some- which we each must pass. In each but in such a way as to increase
rifice tho lives of certain bacteria could not help but be an inspiration times tortured and painful bodies —- case, there was something poignant- their sensitivities and to elevate
to benefit human lives, although he to a young boy. In his life, and in one boy had had some 250 major ly painful about the experience , their standards.
maintains reverence for both. At his preaching, Sunday after Sunday, operations , eight to ten on every and yet , afterwards, one Would not
Finally, if in passing, we all in
this point , against the background there was much emphasis on love, joint in his body, one girl with a have had it be otherwise. In each
of reverence 'for all that is , I make on the ' brotherhood of all men , on beatific smile had an incurable can- case, as well, the result may be a fact will be passing together, let
spirituality. cerous bone condition — yet never broad ening of emotional sensitivity us b e abl e t o b e cont ent with th e
my commitment, with Schweitzer the importance of
a nd with Gandhi , to tread gently However , I could iiot fail to be have I seen such joy fulness, such as well as a sharpening of intellec- quality and direction of our efforts,
through life , as non-violently as pos- struck by the fact that though mirth , such appreciativeness . They tu al discer nm ent ,
even though we failed to solve the
sible , striving to oppress and ex- there were -Negroes in town , there taught me things, those kids , but I
most
urgent problem of all , namely
Wh at, then , would I like to pass
ploit otl\pr lives as little as possible, woro no Negroes in our church , and hardly need to state the catalogue
on to you out of such experience as how to cure man's organized inhustruggling where possible to relievo though Negroes and whites both of them.
I
have had ? — Do not shun emo- manity to man. Then we could say,
the distress of those others who are entered our home, the Negroes that
Another incident happened to me
tional
involvements , nor f ear th e
although we failed , yet we have
oppressed and exploited. Although came arrived in.tho role of domestic in college, that may bo worth rep
ain
that
m ay come t o you from
1 can sympathize with both para- help. This is not necessarily a cri- counting here. As it happened our
sharing in the life experiences o'f done as well as we could , consciensite and host, with m a st er and with ticism of him , for social pattern s are foot_all team had a miserable recothers. It is out of such experiences tiously. We will then not have to
slave, my sympathies must neces- not easily broken , but th ere was ord , so the stud ents , quite underthat a.rich and sensitive awareness make our peace' with God , for we
sarily go more fully to' thoso who some kind of disturbing incompat- standabl y, decided to take things
of life processes becomes possible, will have avoided any quarrel with
are unnecessarily enslaved , wh eth er ibility present. I could not help but into their own hands when the adand
of such experiences that you
thoy be enslaved to warfare endem- be im pressed with th o f act that , mini stration mad o n o chan ges in
Him .
ma
y
learn to set ever higher stanic in hum an institutions , to personal during the depression when unem- the coaching staff , and they circudards for. yourself of emoti onal sin(EDITOR'S NOTE : The ECHO
slaves of an economic order , to ployed men, as well as bums and lated a petition calling for the recerity
and
intelligent
discernment.
like to thank Dr. Reuman for .
'
would
countries enslaved to colonialism hoboes , came to tho door thoy al- m oval df th e head coa ch . To my
If
you
continuously
liold
yourself
and its aft er math , or to those, indiv- ways received from Mother a free mind this action . was very unkind
allowing ' publication of his "Last
i dual s who are ensl aved to thoir meal , arid one tim e Dad literally as woll as hi ghl y embar ra ssin g t o open to ever more inclusive sym- Lecture ", and Mrs . Jleuman for her
p athi es, and h old yo urs elf to ever
own unorganized passions. Ev en took tho shirt • off his own back to ¦the coach ,. therefore, even though I
more demandin g standards in trac- generous aid in retypin g tho manuthoso sympathies must bo further give to one. However , th oro was agreed that his departure was deing connections and drawing conse- script.
localised , I b oli ovo , for no one has n ever any conc er n with th e social sirable, I refused to sign the petiquences , while locating yourself
organization
tho emotional energy or tho intel- and political
that tion . After some time, and after
more
confidently in the flux of unilectual grasp to sorv o on all front s could p rodu ce such t echnol og ical considerable pressure from other
I fi rmly believe that
at once, For mo tho choice of teach- unem ployment. Furth ermore , as war students , it was pointed out to me versal being,
your life satisfying,
you
will
find
ing as a caroor is an attempt to clouds gathered over Europe it did that my name was tho only one abunivors
o around y ou , inI.F.A. SEMINAR
serve in a fundamental way toward soo m odd that th e' gospel of love sent " fxs>n. - the list , all oth er stu- ancl the
yourself
fascinating
cludin
g
,
in
its
and
brotherhood
these goals , in a manner of life
became more in- dents having signed (an assertion
richness. There aro
that is both intrinsically interest- frequent ancl embar r ass ed , or worso which I later learned was not true) ; variety and
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,
observations
I could
ing, oxtrinsioally fruitful of prefer- yot , continu ed with out an y sons o of th at the absence of my name was a many moro
able consequences , and tho kind of implication for man 's m ost hi ghly significant ono, since I was the cap- make, and principles I could sugv 7 p.m.
living which depends uxion no later organized, forms of killing and maim- tain of the footT.aH team ; tha/t » gest , but at least so much I would
with you , summariznand transcendent j ustification. That in g oaoh othor. Tho sense of tension 100%. petition was vastly different li'ko to leave
in
tho single word "conSMITH LOUNGE
my life and my teaching all too of- between thoso inoommonsurablos from ono which lacked only ono blo perhaps
scientiousness".
y
to
realize
was
all
the
ten serves inadequatel
moro striking whon' ono name — thus I reall y must sign.
thoso aims , you are woll awaro and turned to consider tho ordinary Without enthusiasm, • simpl y to go There remains but little moro to
RUNNALS UNION
I am moro painfully awaro, but tho mom 'bora of the church , for thoy alon g with tho gang and givo them bo added. .We livo, I am firmly conanalysis of that would take us far appeared to .live in one world for thoir 100%, I finally capi fcula
vinced , in onto of tho most exciting
'tod and
one hour of the week, and a totally signed tho petition . That
periods of human history, Thoro aro PR OFESSOR V. M. NAVARANE
afield.
was bad
differ
ent
one for the remainder of enough for my conscience, or per- fascinating vistas opening up in all
Thoro is, in short , ono value I
tho
wook
. Givon all this, I could not haps I should say my conscientious- tho scientific, cultu ral and human•would like ospociaally to command
W ILL DISCUSS
but
conclude
that at least many ness, to ' absorb , but the climax oamo itarian areas. Preod tis wo are, and
to you this afternoon , and I would
^
had not
propose that wo call this the atti- Christians
adequately that same afternoon whon tho as no previous generation haa boon
BUDDHISM
thou
ght
through v exactl y what it- coaoli saw mo on tho stroot . Know- to tho samo degree, from tho drud g;
tude of consoJontlousnosfl. ConsoiontiouanoBB , as I aoo it , is a p eculiar was that thoy professed to boliovo. ing only that I had refused to sign , ory of maintaining our lives,. wo
blond of fooling and thinking, As
Two very minute inoidonta stand not knowing that I had Bubsoqont- can ,, if wo will , standi on tho shoul-

Blanshard Discusses
Pressure To Conform
by Geoff Robbins
On November 7, 1963, Brand
Blanshard , former head 6f the philosophy department of Yale University, delivered the fi rst Ingraham
lecture of. the year. In discussing
"the Pros and Cons on Conformity ", Dr. -Blanshard made two points
quite clear from the start. The first
was that the American people are
being forced , by a barrage of subtle
pressures , toward conformity. In his
second point , 'he emphasized the necessity of escaping these pressures
which , if left unchecked, will threaten our rights as individuals.
The- exceptional strength of conforming pressures, .he feels , can be
attributed to three causes. The first
is the lack of any fixed social strata. Unwilling to stand out as an unassimilated lump in the melting pot
of American society, the individual
feels that he must mould himself
to fit the image of "Mr. Average
American". The second cause of
rampant conformity is the American
market , whose tremendous size has
all but eliminated local competition
and caused a centralization of cultural values through the pressures
exerted by nationwide chain stores
and "high fashion " magazines. The
third and most important cause according to Blanshard is the pressure
brought to bear by advertizing. As
Arnold Toynbee warns, "I would
suggest that the destiny of our
Western Civilization turns on the issue of our struggle with all that
Madison Ave. stands for more than
it turns on the issue o'f our struggle with Communism." "The strategy is to try to captivate us without allowing us to become aware of
what is being done to us."
In his typically lucid method of
step by step analysis, Blanshard
then discussed the quality of the
mass media which exert these pressures. He feels that the mass media
is aiming toward impulse 'and feeling , rather than reflection and
thought. This target tends to reduce., the mental and emotional age
of the society to an adolescent level
and continual pressure in this direction could prevent us from growing up.
His second thesis is that if we
are to be ourselves we must , escape
these lower levels. Being a beatnik
or radical is not the way to be orig-

PRO

(Continued from Page One)

ments contr ollin g activities on the
men s' side of campus ; that is, to fill

in tho. void areas of I.F.C. and the
Independent Men's Council , and t o
insur e that th ese groups pla y a
vital role in the formulation of th o
policies of the Men's Studer
it Association. The function is not to make
sooial t rules for the men , nor to attemp t to usurp power from eith er
the fraternity men or the independent men.
How is tho Men ' s Student Organization organized ?
The organization 's formal body
will consist o'f throo men ' "elected
from I.F.C , two from tho Independent Men's Council and three
representatives to bo ohoson by a
vote of all.mon students. The latter
three will be tho officers : President ,
SooretaryVice-President "" and
Tro'asu'rer. Tho qualifications are
set up so . that ;thor e is a possibility
of havin g rep resentatives from the
throe , upper classes. It is imperative that if tlio organization is to
bo successful it must be givon a
very loose framework , because if
all its tasks aro strictly defined, the
organization would lack flexibility.

What will bo tho fut ure of tho
or ganization?
This group is bo.ng formed Ibooauso of pvqibl pnris wlviph exist on
(Continued on Pago Eight)
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Reserve System Camp us Drinking Pro blem
To Be Changed? Discussed By Committee
A meeting of the Student Gov- campus.
Girls vs.:. Books ernment
The problem of student responsibCommittee ' on Drinking

Regulations was held on November ility was discussed by the commit7. The . committee was formed "be- tee. More rules and regulations ,
cause o'f recent and unfortunate de- some members argued , might be
velopments affecting the present necessary because of the irrespondrinking regulations of the college". sibility of the few . Generally, howAt the Bowdoin football game two ever, the committee did not believe
weeks ago Colby students were that , the approach to student resfound drinking in the stands as ponsibility should be restricting
well as on the highway. At Colby drinking on campus. It is up to the
there have been sighs of increased individual to follow the rules and
irresponsible drinking. Rowdiness to behave in a proper fashion. Some
capital • made available to us by
at a Zeta Psi party two weeks ago freshmen , it was suggested , do not
others in a manner truly bur own".
resulted in a warning , from the lo- know the. drinking regulations even
College is a time for self-discovery,
cal police that the Liquor Commis- though they are printed in the. Stuit ena'bles us to try ourselves out,
sion of the State of Maine migh t dent Government Handbook. Other
to find our special faculty. Then ,
find it necessary to take strong students, also, do not know the
as Walter Ratheneau said , "a man
measures to regulate the drinking rules ; and , thus , it is hard for
must be strong enough to mould
situation at . Colby. An increasing these students to know where to
the peculiarity of his imperfections
number of windows have been brok- drink arid to what extent to drink.
into the perfection of his peculiarA number of problems were raised
en because of drunkenness. Student
ities."
Government and the Administration by the committee. The committee
Once we have escaped from conhave both expressed concern about felt that the drinking problem is an
formity into authenticity in the
the present drinking situation On on campus problem. The roWdihess
choosing o'f our work , there is still
campus. In order to' improve that and general lack of good taste reanother kind of conformity. This is
the conformity' to routine which is
What is needed at Colby is a situation Student Government de- sulting from alcoholic over-indulgv
impossible to escape. There will al- civilized dating system be'fittfrig its cided to form a special committee ence has nearl y wrecked the chaperone system. Faculty members are
ways be drudgery in one's life. How- intelligent male students. The most on drinking regulations.
ever, if one can . forget this and effective plan, seems to be the simple
The agenda of the meeting include reluctant to bring their wives to
make work the substance of life , he adaption of the library system to ed some of the proWems and the parties on campus. Chaperones are
has the best chance for happiness. girls' dorms.
projects which the committee might generally dissatisfied with the drinkIf one uses his leisure time in a way
have wished to consider. The prob- ing conduct of some of the students
When the male student wanted a lems included "the legal relation- at these social functions. Hypocrisy
which he enjoys , his working routine
date
he would go- to one of the ship between the college and the li- 'is another problem. The law says
will not be quite as tediou s . " 'The
dorms.
If he didn 't know which quor authorities of the State of one thing and the students . do ansoul ,' it has been said , 'is dyed in
co-ed
he
wanted, he would look in Maine" and the "right of local .au- other thing. This leads to a very
the color of it's leisure thoughts.' "
the
card
catalogue under one of thorities to 'raid' social functions dangerous situation and one which
Thus a hobby, for example , can be a
many
listings
such as name, vital held at Colby College.". The projects invites arbitrary enforcement of the
safety-valve or balance wheel that
interests
statistics
, habits , etc. He included "informing the students rules by the punishment of a few , as
,
keeps the engine running smothly.
fill
out
a girl request about the problems now raised by an example to the many, that the
then
would
His closing remarks were words
the
main desk the irresponsibility of a small min- law must be obeyed. Another probcard
and
take
it
to
of caution. Freedom is good , says
where
he
would
be
asked
to pro- ority of the students
Dr. Blanshard , but only when one
, " "obtaining lem is the attitude of student leadwould information on the drinking regula- ers and the standards of conduct
(This
duce
his
I.D.
card
:
acts reasonably. "The highest freeBowdoin men tions of other colleges and particu- they set. By leaders it was meant
dom is conformity to self-imposed prevent "hard-up"
already limit- larly of colleges similar to Colby ¦well-known and important people in
from
diminishing
the
law." "We can be fully ourselves
ed
resources.)
only by often forgetting ourselves. "
College," "The amelioration of the fraternities as well as in other orAlthough the topic, The Pros
Although it would be nice to have drinking regulations of the college," ganizations. There is the problem
and Cons of Conformity ", seems to open stacks , or rather open rooms, "the establishment of a beer hall on that outside enforcement will redeal more with sociology than phil- so that he could go from room to campus," and "petitioning the leg- main as long as the students abuse
osophy, Dr. Blanshard outlined a room examining. the contents . before islature of the State of Maine to the drinking regulations of the colphilosophy of life which he feels is deciding which co-ed to take out, ameliorate the present drinking reg- lege.
very important . An individual must this policy would meet with too ulations of the State of Maine."
Ihe main problem seems bo be
think for himself , but he must also many objections to be feasible at
The committee decided that the that the students do not appreciate
realize that he is a part of a great- the present. Therefore, he will be likelihood of the local authorities the college drinking regulations. The
er whole. We, as individuals, can given a call number and will wait "raiding " the campus was not great students who created these regulanever . afford to lose sight of the while a husky page-girl brings the and that such raids would be un- tions have graduated.
fact that we are individuals, dis- requested co-ed to the main desk warranted unless a specific request
It seems to be that as fewer and
tinct and separate within ourselves. in remarkably short order.
by the police was made for such a fewer students are here who rememWe are unlike anyone or anything
"raid" . The committee also felt ber the campus when it was "dry"
The co-ed would then be stamped that the legal relationship b etw een tho more irresponsible the drinking
in this world , yet we must also see
that we are a part of the world and out to him according to her cate- the college and the State liquor au- becomes.
The committee feels it
we must know our place in it. These gory. The more popular girls would thorities has alway been known. can serve a valuable function i'f it
two ideas are inseparable according be on two hour reserve. The average Those people under the age of twen- can make the students appreciate
to Dr. Blanshard , if an individual co-ed would be signed out for two ty-one who drink or those people the drinking regulations.
weeks. She would have to be re- who serve alchoholic beverages to
is to be "free".
The committee made a number of
turned each • night, but no one else minors are 'breaking the law . What
recommendations.
First , there is the
could , date her during that period. now exists is a gentleman's agreeneed
to
publicize
the
p resent, drinkAfter the two weeks she could be ment between the college and tho
ing
regulations
of
the
college. These
renewed for another two weeks if liquor authorities that so long as
CON
regulations
can
be
found
in The Stuno one else had placed a reserve on drinking on" campus is in modera(Continued from Page One)
dent
Government
Handbook.
Secfraternity eating together or ' the her. Finally, because they have no tion the college need not bo con' should
ondly,
it
was
f
e
lt
th
a
t
there
men go off campus to eat l eaving curfews, seniors would be on over- cerned with enforcement of tho be an article
in THE ECHO on the
th e integration id ea behind on th e night reserve (A better term must State drinking regulations by tho drinkin g s
ituati
on , an d thus , this
hill. Also, the failure of a thirty- bo found to appease the adminis- local authorities ,
article has been written. Thirdly,
thousand dollar coed loun ge does tration).
The committee felt that some of and perhaps most important , there
not seem to indicate a desire for
However, there is one foresee- the projects on the agenda we re not is need for discussion of the regulamoro integrated facilities.
able drawback : Confidently Colby possible. It was not considered pro- tion's. Discussion will hel p to make
As to the social integration con- Joe goes t o the main desk wh en hi s bable that the legislature of the tho students more aware of the regcept, ' it is readily admitted that call numb er li ghts up. The desk-girl State of Maine would change tho ulations and the problems created
there is a definite social rift be- return s his r eq uest card with a n eat St a t e d rinkin g regul a ti ons if th e by excessive drinking. There will
tween the fraternity and the indiv- check beside ¦ "Temporarily Missing" committee petitioned that body. be, at the suggestion of the commitidual - on two levels - all male and
and sw eetl y sa y s, "I' m sorry, but The establishment of a beer hall on tee , discussion meetings in the fratcoed. On the all male level , tho only
inter- campus did not receive much com- erniti es, sororiti es, women's dormint egration between frat ernity mon she's out on an indefinite
it ori es, and independent dormitormittee interest.
and independent men soems to take libra ry loan to Bowdoin 1!
. A numb er of observations wore ies. The committee also felt that a
place on the intramural sports field.
mado at th e mooting. The point wns positive approach is necessary to the
A Men 's Studont Association could
rais ed that students drink b ecause pr obl em o f drinkin g on cam pus , and
certainly not hope to effect any
that adverse changes in the drinkOn Tuesday , November 19, at of scfme compelling .reason. Thoro is
higher degree of co-oporation along
something about contemporary so- ing regulations aro not necessary
these lines ' then that which is cur- 4 :00 p.m. In Dunn Loun ge, Run- ci ety which fo rces students to drink. at this timo. Tho committ ee d ecided
rently being carried out by Mr.
Possibl y they drink to relieve an- to meet again but felt that talking
John Winkin , The coed rift exists nals Union , thoro will bo a cente n- xiety or tension caused by soci ety. must be supplemented by action-.
by choi co. Tho onl y expr ession o'f
nia l observa tion of tho dolfvor - Perhaps th ere is somethi ng lacking The committee concluded that greatcloser fraterni ty-independent* seojal
in society -which drinking helps to er student awareness o'f tho drinkrelations I have hoard is a question aroo of Lincoln 's Gettysbur g Ad- restore . Another observation was ing regulations and groator student
often asked by -independent men . as
mado that freshm en drink because responsibility can help to solve tho
to 'Whether the house will bo open dress . Professor Brldgman will it is tho thing to do and not because dri nking problem .
next weekend. '¦ This can easily bo speak , and tho reading of the ad- drinking in ' itsol'f is onjoynJblo,
Th o members of tho committee
remedied by tlio social committee
Freshmen see upporolassmon drink- aro : tho officers of Student Govornof the Independen t Men 's 'apsboia- dross and chora l sele ctions will bo in g excessively and think that it i$ ^ln bnt , tho ton fraternity presidents ,
tion if it so desires. The fratern i- featured. This centennial obsorv- necessary ' for 't hem to do tho sariloj tho President of the Pan-Hollonio
ties prefer to retain thoir social inIt was mentioned that seniors aro Council , tho President of the . Wodividuality and do so at thoir own atlo n will bo sponsored by Stu- just ' as guilty as, froshmon , if not mon 's Studont League, Editor of
discretion. There is never a lack of
moro so, , if or immoderate drinking, tho Echo, Fred Hopongarton , . Jim
dont Gover nment.
rapport when it is nood od or desired
Tlio point; -was mad e that drinking Eisonborg, Jack Duffy, tho Doan of
¦ " (Continued on Pago Eiglvt)
to excess has become a norm on
('Continued on Pago So von)
inal or a non-conformist. Fitzjames
(
Stephen said, 'Originality consists
in thinking for ourselves, not in
thinking differently from other people. " -Since each individual has a
different combination of impulses,
interests and powers , it is imperative that we take advantage of "the

' -'. The recently published results of
the Colby Life Studies show that
the number of male Colbyites who
do not date has risen -from 10% in
1950 to-25% today. This result has
been attributed to everything from
an increased work load to a less
aggressive male. However, ' -the real
answer is found in another wellknown fact about today 's male student — he is more intelligent than
his predecessor. Thus, unlike his
earlier counterpart, he does not
heedlessly struggle with his fellow
males for the privilege of dating a
co-ed. No, he steps back and intelligently analyzes the situation . He
sees that he must contend with an
average of 1.73 other potential suitors in an ''all's fair " contest for
the honor of dating a Colby co-ed.
He thinks of the struggle, looks at
his goal, and- turns to his studies.

Booters Win MIAA Crown;
Bates and Bowdoin Bow
by Al Filadoro
John Winkin's Varsity Soccer
squad clinched the Maine State Soccer Series and put themselves in a
favorable position for a bid to the
NCAA Tourney by defea/ting Bowdoin last Thursday and Bates on
Monday . If the Mules do make tho
tournament they will be entered in
the Small College Division with such
teams as Wesleyan and Trinity.
In Thursday 's contest the Mules
proved that they could beat Bowdoin as the game was played despite the extremely rainy weather.
Tho site of the game was not the
soccer field , however , but the baseball diamond.
The Mules broke the ice in the
opening period as halfback Terry
Eagle headed in a ball. The shot belonged to Jean-Paul Njoya who received an assist on the play.
The Colby lead was further increased in the second period as
Njoya tallied his first of two goals
of the day. The original shot was
taken by Dave Kelley but was
stopped by the Polar Bear goalie.
Tho rebound , however, came out to
Njoya and he made it good.
A penalty kick resulted in the
last Mule tally of the day. Nj oya's
free boot found the mark and the
Mules led 3-1. Bowdoin got into

the scoring column in the final seconds of play as John Tarbelb put
one past the sprawling George
Burks in the Colby nets.
The game that finally gave the
Mules the State championship was
also played under similarly rainy
conditions.
t

Pete Ives got the Mules off to a
swift start with a goal at the 30
second mark o'f the first frame. The
game was tied 12 minutes later as
Don Haaglund, who scored both of
the Bates goals, gave his team a
marker. At 16 :56 of the period ,Dave
Xelley took a pass from Charlie
Angwenyi to once again give the
lead to the Mules. Ha'aglund again
tied the game as he beat Burks on
a penalty kick.
The final and winning goal was
scored in the third period by JeanPaul Njoya who was assisted by
Hiek ' Zimmerman.
Considering the conditions under
which the game was played , the
Mules came forth with an excellent
performance.
Colby
netminder
George Burks seemed to enjoy the
mud as, he racked up 23 saves, a
few of which were tough chances.
« All eyes and ears are no"vv awaiting word on the tournament status
of the Mules.

by Pete Fellows
The fall season is over , and the
Miile ceases to kick. Everybody
should be happy. We have a State
Champion Soccer team of which everyone should he proud. The footballers finished out the season with
a hard-earned victory over Bates.
At present what more could we ask
for ? ;
We might look ahead and ask for
some good weather for State Series
competiti on next year. Our boys got
to be good "mudders " by the season's end. Dick Hobbat played as
if the sun were shining — his passing was excellent , despite the slippery ball. And Co-Captain Ken
Palmer aid Bob Drewes are certainly to be commended for their standout performances, especially on defense.
A tournament bid would certainly
be a big boost to Colby's soccer.
^
Only the overtime tie with Bowdoin

three weeks agOj' might hamper
them , but the Mules proved their
true supremacy • with a .convincing
return victory over the Polar Bears
on a windswept field on Wednesday.
Dave Kelley's: goal output, this year
(13 ) should give him a shot at allsomething honors — and we'll have
him back next year, along with Zimmerman. Post, Ives , etc. etc.
the
Bowdoin's -victory ' over
"Maine juggernaut" last weekend
seems ironical' when one thinks of
Bowdoin dropping Maine from their
schedule. However, the Bowdoin administration wishes to rest on its
laurels and will stick by its decision . ' 'Anything can, and does, happen in the State Series play."
Introducing my MIAA all-state
team —- eleven men, plus a few extras.
Ends
Bruce Waldman Colby
Jimmy MeAllen Bowdoin

Frank Drigotas Bowdoin
Tackles
Ernie Smith , Maine .
Bob Drewes ' Colby
Bill Minni s Bowd oin

ATTENTION
A first aid course that will qualify people for ski patrol and
other s uch activities will be offered to Colby students. Anyone
interested
should contact
Carl
Nelson at the infirmar y between
9 :00 - 11 -.00 a.m.

Prior to this score the Bobcats
had the ball on the . Mule 10 yard
line when John Donovan recovered
a Colby fumble. Again , however, the
defense proved inpenetratable and
on a fourth down attempt to score
Bates fumbled and . Bruce Waldman
recovered. The ensuing 6 points (Ostendorf missed the kick ) plus the
two point safety gave Colby the
winning score.
After the Colby T.D. neither team
really threatened. Both teams indulged in a mud bath until the final gun sounded.
Speaking about the game, Coach
John Simpson said it was tragic
we had to play under such adverse
conditions , but that he was, of
course , happy over the win and felt
the team could have won in finer
fashion on a good day . In picking
out the seniors who played their
last game for Colby, Simpson mentioned Co-Cap t. Bob Drewes ' great
job on defense, and Co-Captain
Ken Palmer's and Al Graceffa 's job
on defense, Simpson gave special
note to the daring touchdown pass
Q.B. Dick Rob'bat threw. He noted
that not many quarterback s would
throw from their own 5 yard line.
Ski pping to . the Sophomores,
Coach Simpson praised tho fine job
Pete Wagner did on Bates' heralded
Tom Carr. The coach also lauded
tho efforts,of Pete Blumenthal who
was . switched to tackle for tlie game,
Punter John Cookson was also
praised for tho kicking that kept us
active in the gamo.
Tho highligh t of the game came
after the game, however. Coach

Simpson told this reporter that he
had found out that Bill George had
been elected ECA0 Sophomore of
the week for the second time this
season. This is the first time this
has happened and is a fine honor for
Bill .
As a final note, the Colby mentor
complimented his assistant coach
Ken Weinbel for doing such a fine
job with his sophomore backs. Carl
Nelson , the Mules' panacea for all
injuries , was also commended by
Simpson.
• As for the future ¦— "The kids
are all looking forward to next
year" was Simpson's ample reply.
P.S. Let's not forget to give credit where , credit is due. Many people have had dubious thoughts about
Colby 's football team this year.
There can be no question now. Head
Coach John Simpson has done an
excellent job with ' the Mules this
season. He has bettered his record
over last season 's 1-7 to 3-5, but
more importan t , has built on a very
sound base for a very good football
team for next season. , A job well
done for a man in only his second
year as head coach.

Congratulations State Champs

Colby Mules
End Season
In Triumph

By Gavin Scotti
A muddy Mule eleven handed the
Bates Bobcats a defea t by an 8-7
margin at Seaverns Field on November O.This makes tho fifth consecutive year that Colby has ended
the football season with a win ovor
the Bobcats , and gives tho Mules j a
3-5 record on Iho season.
Sophomore Hill George teamed
up with senior quarterback Diok
Robbafc for a (W-yard late in tho
third period to put tlio Mules out in
fr ont.
Bates opened tho game with an
im pressive start. Tho first timo the
Bobcats hiicl tho ball John Yuskis
start ed o ff tackl e, found running
room to liis loft and splashed his
way ovor 75 yards of swamped turf
for the score . Bill Paris kicked tho

extra point. With the game 1:38
old , Bates had a 7-0 lead. Later in
tho same period Colby 's John Cookson put the Bobcats deep in their
own territory on a fine punt. The
Mule defense held firm and on a
fourth down punt Paul Planchon
hobbled a high snap from center
in tho end zone. As two Colby men
dove for the ball, Planchon batted
it out of bounds for tho automatic
safety,
Th e half ended with Hates out in
front , 7-2.
After , changing thoir mud-caked
uniforms and making somo gamo
adjustments , tho determined Mules
wont out in front late in tho third
period on an electrifying Robbat Goorgo enmbinntion. After a first
pass missed tho mark , George
caught ono at the Colby 30 and
legged tho next 70 yard s < to the
goal lino , Tho whole play covered
•95 yards nnd was the sodoncl longest
play in Series competition this season , Tho first longest run camo last
week on Colby 's Bill IlWrnb ort' s 98
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NEW AND USED

dget, giggle, shout , gawk\
(fi snicker, gape , point, titter ,
quarrel , slo u ch , or snap. J J
.
I •
V

J Call for information regarding quality and price.
Many High Grade Cars to Choose From.
|
Price Arrangements Can Be Made
j
f Arrange For Monthly Payments If Necessary

- IMPERIAL MOT ORS

Repair Facilities Servicing All Models
j
Tel. TR 3-4229 I
Wate*v iUe
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The y aro always , and
under any circumstances,
quietly and clearly ladies.
Without ever being stuffy.
Without ever- boring anyone. They have humor,,
they have intelligence,
they have spirit. You will
enj oy their pleasant and
stimulating company. ; -"
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Upper Main Street
. . . .
,
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BOWL WHERE YOUR FRIENDS BOWL

.'

yard kick-off return against Maine.
The 95 yard touchdown run was the
longest in Colby history in the passing department. A fine record to
hold for Colby 's dedicated Q.B. Rob-

Guards ,

Roger Boucher Maine
Boy Sawyer Maine
Centers
Phil • Soule Maine '
Ken Palmer Colby ¦;
Quarterbacks
Joe Harrington Bowdoin
Dick DeVarney Maine
Halfbacks
Paul, Soule, Bowdoin
Paul Planchon. Bates
Mike Haley Maine
Bill George Colby
FufibacEcs
Tom Carr Bates
Pete Wagner . Colby
Most Valuable Player
Joe Harrington , Bowdoin
Quarterback

134 Main Street
Waterville
P.S . Congratulations to John Simpson, ancl tlie boys.,
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STU-G REPORTS
the provisional clause, is included
so that at least an attempt is made
(Continued from Page Two)
hess.;There will also 'be an article to make the organization work and
in the ECHO dealing -with the prob- then the men will be able to decide
for themselves whether they -want
lem of drinking.
8. Om the possibility of establish- it to continue in existence.
Those not in favor of the organing a scholarship for a Negro from
the South, Gail Koch reported tha,t ization, wanted better reasons for
she had consulted with Mr. Turner the existence of the organization to
but afc present there is no money be included in the constitution.
available. Dean Seaman suggested They felt there was no desire or
that perhaps James Meridith could necessity on the part of the men
use some of the contribution for his for this organization. Another point
Educational Fund to send a Negro was that the Vice President has
from the South to Colby.
been delegated important duties
OLD BUSINES S :
which need a responsible person to
1. Referendums : Copies of the carry them out and it was doubted
constitution of the proposed Men's that a responsible person would be
Student Association, which was elected to the position at first in
drawn up by the Constitutional view of the lack of interest.
Committee, were distributed to the
In light of the above discussion,
Council. A moti on was made' by Mr. it was pointed out that being disLockwood to accept the constitu- cussed was acceptable for what it
tion. In the discussion that followed, was intended . It was decided to
arguments for and against the es- delay approval of the constitution,
tablishment of this organization since to vote oil the above motion
were presented. On the pro side, it means the organization is created.
was argued that there is no organ- The Council Toted unanimously to
ization , as a counterbalance to the table the motion to accept the conWomen's Student League, through stitution of the Men's Student Assowhich to coordinate the men 's side ciation.
of campus. The Men 's Student AssoA straw vote of the Council inciation would concern itself with dicated that they were in favor of
areas not covered by the IFC, which the constitution presented by the
is mainly concerned with the growth Constitutional
and
Committee,
and ^continuance of fraternities on there were no objections to submitcampus. Through the Association 's ting the 'constitution to a straw
membership (see Article XV", Section vote of the men students only at
I) both the fraternities and the in- the time of the Freshman Interim
dependents would be represented in elections next Monday, November
a body which would deal with the loconcerns of the men students only.
in addition , the following constiThe constitution purposely does not tutional change will be voted upon
delineate specific functions, out- in the referendum : '
side of those included under the
Arti cle VI, Section I, which deals
duties of the officers , because this) with the class stariding requirement
constitution is intended to be only for candidates for office in Student
a framework around Which the or- Government, presently reads : "All
ganization can grow. Article VIT, candidates must he members of the
,^ -
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NOW PLAYIN G
Richard Chamberlain
. Nick' Adams
and

J oanne Blackman
in
" TWILIGHT OF HONOR"
>,.m ..m
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Leslie Caron
Tom Bell
in
"THE -.-SHAPED ROOM"
plus
" SUNDAYS IN CYBELE "
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ROBERT S UNION BARBER SHOP
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Thermo Heat Control
Air -Conditioned
Modern Briok
Wall to Wall Carpets
Fireproof - Free TV

i.:

BERRY ' S STATI ONERS
ROVA L TYPE WRITE RS
. SALES — SERVICE ~- RENTA L
I

NJ EW LOCA TIO N
74 MAIN STREE T
Come In And See

• The New Berrie s

i

Corner of North & Pleasant Sts .
WATERVILLE
MAINE

!

DINER

Spring Street

LAUNDRAMAID

Main Street

Water ville, Maine

j

ONE STOP SERVICE

j

j

Laundry & Dry Cleaning

!

SERVICE AND

Member Federa l Deposit

CLEANLINESS PREVAIL.

I

Insurance Com.

Open Day and Night

!10 Spring, Waterville
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DIAM BRI' S
COLBY STUDENTS.

FEDERAL DEPOSIT

1

i

INSURANCE CORPORATION

|
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TR 2-C481
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TRY OUR SPAGHETTI
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! — JONES MOTEL —

SCO TTY'S PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

! 33 UNITS AIR-CON DITIONED
v NIGHTLY CO LBY SPE CIAL S

y

$150

In Watorvillo Across From
Chez Paroo

TR 3-4372

Froo Delivery For 8 Orders

Reservations Required Week Nights
Not On Friday, Saturday and Sundays
3

i

FINE FOOD FOR

•v

'
74a Elm Stroot
.
.

i

Member of tlie

Bachelor Bundle Service

¦

873-395? !
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Waterv ille
Savings Bank

Dry Cleaners

¦

Mon. Thru Sat.

j

I

Super Shirt Laundry

¦

1 Hour Laundry Servic e
j
I "Open Daily " 8 a.m. - s p.m.
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Gas Tank Full ?
For The Weekend?
For The Game ?
See
"COOKIE" MICHEAL i

" Heart of Maine "
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W H E R E QUALITY ,
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CAMPUS DRINKING
(Continued from Page Five)
Men , the Dean of Women, Professors Williams, Gilbe rt , Perez , Birge,
Rosenthal, Osborne, Geib , Bridgman , Mavrinac, College Editor Ian
Robertson , and Vice President
Ralph Williams. The committee will
be expanded to include as many interested people as possible.

28 Offices in the

¦

ARNOLD MOT EL

Between Waterville and Fairfield
Colby Collogo Nearby
CLYDE & THERESA ARNOLD , Props.
SWIMMING POOL
COFFEE SHOP
TEL EPHONE EACH UNIT
SELECTED BY EMMONS WALKER , A A A , SUPERIOR
~ Direot to Canada
Routos 201, 100 and 11
Tel. 453-7318

PARK'S

WEPOSITOMS
^
-JjPlP8 Trust Company'

Section 2 — Referendum
Any student may petition the executive board at any meeting for a
general referendum, but the board
is not obliged to honor the request
unless the following procedure has
been executed :
A. A motion for a general referendum on any issue shall originate
in the executive board ;
B. If the motion is passed by a
simple majority of the memhers
present' at the board meeting, then
a petition for the referendum with
not less than . fi fty signatures must
then be honored at the following
board meeting. The referendum
must then be held at the earliest
possible date.
The decision of the vote of the
men students shall he binding if at
least fifty percent of the men students have voted.
Section 3 — Recall
Officers of the Association and
members of the board may be recalled by a two-thirds vote of the
body that elected them.
Article VII
This constitution is on a provisional basis for one year. In March,
1965, at the time of the elections
for Student Government , the constitution shall be submitted , to a
vote of the men's division and must
be approved by a simple majority of
those voting for this constitution to
remain valid.

—

i

OPEN
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday - Friday
7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
8 a.m. to 12 Noon Saturday
106 R O B E R T S U N I O N
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junior class with jun ior standing." conduct himself as a gentleman and
The following change is proposed : always to display road courtesy.
Each motorcyclist is to be held
"Candidates for the offices of Presresponsible
and liable for his own
ident, 'Vi ce President, and Treasuractions.
er must be members of' the junio r
Every motorcyclist is expected to
class witth junior standing. Canditake
upon himself the enforcement
dates for the offices of Secretary,
of
good
driving conduct among cyUnited States National Student Asclists
and
will consider it his persociation Coordinator , and Social
sonal
responsibility
to remind a cyChairman may be members of the
clist
of
any
infraction
of this code.
sophomore or jun ior class with resfurther
businSince there was no
pective class standing. "
the
meeting
was
adj
ourned
at
ess,
The addition to the constitution
8:30 p.m.
of the following by-law shall also
Respectfully submitted,
be voted upon in the referendum :
CeC
e 'Sewall, Secretary
Government, although
"Student
recognizing the right of the Council
STU-G FRESHMAN
to allocate -honey, has no right to
(Continued
from Page Two)
say how the money is to be handled
Student
Government
Association.
once it is given to the organizab)
The
Vice
President
shall pertion." •
form the duties of the President in
NEW BUSINESS :
the President' s absence or inability
1. The Council approved the folto perform the duties of his office ;
lowing regulations drawn up by the
shall be in charge of the student adowners of motorcycles and scooters
visor program for the men's side
to govern the us© of the vehicles :
of campus ; and shall be responsible
1. Alleviate the excessive noice :
for the Sophomore Service Organizaa. Mufflers must be used at all
tion.
times when riding on campus.
c) The Secretary-Treasurer shall
b . Every effort will be made
keep a record of all the proceedings
to minimize noise when near :
of all thex meetings of the Men's
Lovejoy Building
Student Association : shall be resKeyes Science
ponsible for all the . financial transMiller Lib rary and the Quadactions of the organization and shall
rangle
keep full and accurate records of
All dormitories and in back
those transaction ; and shall he resof the fraternity houses
ponsible for the improvement an'd
2. Registration and parking :
better utilization of the facilities o;f
a. All motorcycles must be
Roberts Union.
properly registered with ' Buildings
Article V — Meetings and Elections
and Grounds.
Section 1 — Meetings
h. Parking will be permitted
Meetings of the executive board
only in the recognized student Parkshall be held at least bi-monthly,
ing lots and in' a small area of Avand additional meetings shall be
erill lot.
called at the discretion of the offic3. General operation :
ers. All meetings shall be open to all
a,. Campus regulations must be
men students and shall be fully
compiled especially with regard to
'
public ized.
the speed limit.
Section 2 — Elections
h. There will be no riding on
Elections shall be held in the
the lawns and footpaths.
spring
at the same time as class
c. Motorcycles must not be takelections.
The President , Vice Presen into living quarters .
ident
and
Secretary-Treasurer shall
,
d. There will be no loaning of
be
elected
by
a majority of all men
motorcycles to inexperienced riders.
students
voting.
The remaining
Ev ery motorc ycli st is remind ed to
members of the . executive board
shall be appointed by their respective organizations.
Harold B. Berdeen
Article VI — Amendment , Refer"We Give You Service "
endum , and Recall .
Job , Novelty & Social Printing
Section 1 — Amendment
Waterv ille
88 Pleasant St.
The constitution may be amended
Telephone TR 3-3434
by a two thirds majority of fifty per
i
cent of the men students.

or Moro
I

BRASS. QUINTET

(Continued from Page One)
the Radio City Music Sail orchestra
and with several Broadway musicals.
Arthur Goldstein , who play s the
French horn , received his B.M. from
the New Eng land Conservatory of
Music and his M.A. from New York
University. Mr. Goldstein is a former member of the Buff alo Philharmonic, the Chicago Symphony, and
the St. Louis Sinfonietta and Radio City Music Hall Orchestra.
Robert Hauck, a fourth member
of the group, plays the trombone.
He received his B.S. from the Juilliard School of Music, and his M.A.
from Columbia University. He w as
a member of the orchestra for the
Ballet Russe , the English. Royal
Ballet , and the New York City Ballet. Mr. Hauck has also performed
widely as a free-lance artist for recordings and Broadway shows.
The fifth member of • the group is
Lewis E. Waldeck- who p lays the
tuba. Mr. Waldeck comp leted his
studies at -Brooklyn College. He is
a former member of the Florida
Symphony, the St. Louis Symphony,
and the New Orleans Philharmonic.
Mr. Waldeck has also performed
with the Bolshoi Ballet and is currently with the New York City Ballet and the New York City Opera
orchestras as well as with the Symphony of the Air. He is the director
of Brass Music at radio station
WBAI.
¦Students from the fourth grade to
high school in Waterville, "Winslow ,
Pittsfield , and Guilford will hear
the quintet.

there will be future problems as yet
unfo rseen. These problems mus t be
solved not by Student Government
(a body including at least eight
women) nor can they be handled
properly by either I.F.C or the
Independent Men's Council — they
must be solved by all the men in a
coherent coordinated group. Today
these prohlems are handled all too
of ten bj President Strider and Dean
Nickerson , (i.e. drinking ordinances
and motorscooter 'b ans). We, the
men , must decide how we want our
problems handled . Naturally, the organization will be dependent upon
its leadership. I believe that there
are many potentially fine leaders on
campus who could use their creative
resources in this organization . I
also believe that any friction between the independents and fraternities would go out of existence if
both groups realized the benefits
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AL COR EY
MUSIC CENT ER
99 MAIN STREET

DISBAND THE MEN'S STUDENT
ASSOCIATION if by March 1965
a maj ority of the men students feel
that the association is not w orthwhile.

How will you vote on Monday ?
If you vote yes on Monday, it will
mean that the Men's Student Association will be. given an opportunity
to succeed. Your positive vote will
be a mandate for change—a change
which is badly needed.
CON

(Continued from Page Five)
as evidenced in inter-house parties
and the opening of doors of other
houses on Saturday nights if for

| Everything in Music
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You have now completed our course In
intelligent dressing. You know all there is to know
about the clean classic lines,the vividly new
interpretations,the sharply with-it colors
and prints and fabrics,that always,always looK\
good ... not just today, but tomorrow too.
Now that you've graduated,better drop in for
a little p.g. work in the field. .
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OF MANY COLORS for any kind of weather. By 1

j

CARNIVAL

i

Made Shoes, So . . . we have drawn five num- ;
bers .. . . . First Come, First Win !

I Home Style Cooking
American & Syrian Food
60 TEMPLE STREET

!

Air Conditioning

i

47 - 182 - 178 - 236
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(on the Rotary)
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Holder of this number please bring your blotter
I and receive FREE your Taylor-Made Shoes.
1

Levin e's
THE STORE FOR MEN AND BOYS

H

i

BOSTONIAMS - BASS
PF TEN N IS
CITATIO N

— W H E R E WOMEN

G ALLERT
SHOE STORE

L I K E TO SHOP-

WHERE COLBY BOYS MEET
Ludy '21

51 Main Stroot
Mnino .
Watorvillo
Charge Acco unts
Quality Footwear For 102 Yoars
i

'

Pacy '27

^^yS X
\

If ^^fMmW
set in sizes a nd . f&UiiMWJ
colors you have , /jr/ i|
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TO NY ' S
Fabulous Italian Sandwiches
Pizzas and Dy na mites
"Tiny Tony " Choose Piz zo 30o
Me a t Ba ll Sandw iches
ancl Hot Popper Rolls
G roce r ies and Beer to take out
Free Delivery on S4.0O orders
and over. Call ahead and havo
TR 2-0731
your orders ready.
Open o a.m. til 12 p.m. nightly
Open Sundays 1 p.m.
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RESTAIMUT
Located At
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TRinity 2-5622

. MAJEST IC j

one reason or another a house can- or Independent Men's Council repnot hold its own social function .
resentative. With the proposed organization
, the hierarchy would be
On the third point , the ideational
from
individual to IFC or IMC replevel, the whole concept of the
Men's Student Association is based resentative to MSA representative
on the false premise that it will give to Student Government. It would
each individual man a greater part be only another step in the packin the whole men 's student body. aging and usurpation of individualBut how does the individual iden- ity in the social structure.
tify himself with the whole? Any
I maintain that there is no need
f irst year Sociology studen t will tell to add another campus governing
you
it
is
intermediate
or- body to the existing structure. "Wh y
ganization such as the Men's Stu- create another position for a, campus
dent Association will bring the in- leader just to enable somebody else
divual male .closer to the male Stu- to be a campus leader ? .Furtherdent Association that will bring the more, by creating another position
individual male closer to the male are you creating leadership or merestudent body as a whole. But it will ly spreading it thinner ? There are
actuall y take him farther from it. deficiencies in the governing bodneous entity in the bureaucratic ies of the male students, but Ido
structure by which the individual not feel that an organization such
is represented. Tor at present the as that proposed will fulfill what
individual achieves a voice in the needs exist to any significant degoverning body through his I. P .O. gree.

Rich,I_iiggedTwee«i \^ A

(Continued from Page Five)
the male side of this campus. There
are problems existing today and

THE

TION ARTICLE VII WHICH WILL

Tradit ion with Authority jP*" Tj"

PRO

W E L C O M E TO

they can derive from cooperation
(altering meal payment system on
campus). However, we must realize that there is no guarantee of
success, an d theref ore THERE IS
INCLUDED IN THE CONSTITU-

Howie '41
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Beau t ifu l , rich to nes fn supp le leathers are
cleverly blended to make this a gay, colo rful
"f un-to-wear " b o o t . . . it' s full y-li ned, fi t s Ifke r

a dream and boasts a Bantam-ribbe d sole and
, sprin g heel to make the goi ng st ill easier and
more del ightful , rain , sno w or shinel

Other Boots

$6.98 to $16.95

STERNS

Waterville - Skowhegan

